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Hey Traders! We will walk
you through the Last
week journey of the Forex
Market and what lies
ahead for them?

We are committed for our Traders provide better information about the market

and what we are thinking regarding the market relies , we would like if our

client will make profits and create a better reputation for both , for us as well

as for them , and enjoy the trading with the better technology and better

analysis. We like to provide information by our experience Analyst and like you

will have a look on it !!!
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BRIEF SUMMARY OF FOREX MARKET DEVELOPMENTS

• Chair Jerome Powell remarked that inflation was the dominant theme when the US Federal Reserve issued its latest

monetary policy decision in early November, calling current price pressures "frustrating." The US Consumer Price Index

rose to a 31-year high of 6.2 percent YoY in October, owing to rising gasoline and food prices. In addition, according to the

most recent figures from the US Commerce Department, GDP increased at a modest annual pace of 2% in the third

quarter of this year.

• The economic disruption, which is not limited to the United States, is caused by massive pandemic-related stimulus,

supply chain bottlenecks, and labour shortages. The global pattern of rising prices and declining growth is well-

documented. Just looking at the numbers, China's third-quarter GDP was 4.9 percent, while factory-level inflation

reached its highest level in 26 years. In such a scenario, the US dollar rose to new 2021 highs against its European

counterpart, with EUR/USD currently trading around 1.1440. The dollar benefited from a bearish market environment as

anticipation grew that the US Federal Reserve would have to raise interest rates at least twice in 2022. On the other side

of the ring, the European Central Bank maintains its cautious posture, promising to keep stimulus in place for as long as it

is needed.

• Another thing that most economies have in common is that the spokespeople of their central banks keep saying that the

current inflation surges are expected to be "transitory." But what does it mean to be transitory? Powell stated in his most

recent press conference that supply bottleneck impacts were more than the Fed anticipated and that high inflation will

continue next year. Other policymakers remained silent on a timeline, though ECB President Christine Lagarde stated that

raising rates in 2022 would be "very unlikely."

• Market players are currently uncertain of what levels and how many months authorities will be concerned about

inflation. Central bankers appear to be behind the curve and unable to forecast monetary policies in a timely manner. The

inevitable conclusion is risk aversion, which promotes demand for high-yielding assets like the dollar, which is likely to

prolong its surge.

• Macroeconomic statistics, on the other hand, revealed worldwide uncertainty. In November, the German ZEW poll found

that Economic Sentiment increased, despite a drop in the assessment of the Current Situation. In October, the country's

inflation rate was reaffirmed at 4.6 percent year on year, while the Wholesale Price Index increased by 15.2 percent year

on year.

• Finally, the November University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index was issued, which fell to 66.8 from 71.7 in

October, its lowest level since November 2011. "An soaring inflation rate and a growing view among consumers that no

viable solutions have yet been created to limit the impact from surging inflation drove consumer confidence to its lowest

level in a decade in early November," said Richard Curtin, head economist at Surveys of Consumers.

• Will the Fed be able to move more quickly? According to San Francisco Fed President Mary Daly, who stated after the

announcement, the answer is no. On the other hand, two hikes are expected from Saint Louis Fed President James

Bullard in 2022. Bond markets are predicting that "lift-off," or the first increase in borrowing costs, will occur in June of

next year. Brexit tensions have risen on the other side of the Atlantic. David Frost, the UK's point man on the issue, has

indicated that he is prepared to suspend the deal under Article 16 of the Withdrawal Treaty, reigniting fears of a full-

fledged trade war.

• The UK's third-quarter GDP came in at 1.3 percent, lower than the previous quarter's 1.5 percent, putting pressure on the

pound. It threw doubt on the likelihood of a rate hike by the Bank of England in December.

COMING AHEAD…….

• What is the state of the labour market now that the furlough programme has ended? The

September employment report is expected to provide some answers on Tuesday. Economists

predict a 4.5 percent unemployment rate, unchanged from August, and a reduction in salaries,

including bonuses, from 7.2 percent to 7%YoY. Both data are being closely monitored by the

BOE ahead of its rate decision in December.

• The BOE–and the pound–will be watching the CPI numbers for October on Wednesday. In

September, headline inflation was 3.1 percent year over year, and any increase would certainly

cement the agreement on a rate hike. A drop below3%, on the other hand, could put doubt on

such a move. Core prices, in addition to the headline CPI, are of interest. Sterling could be

pushed higher by price pressures unrelated to the rise in energy costs.

• Friday's retail sales statistics could also shake the pound. After posting a moderate drop of

0.2% in September, an increase of 0.5% is on the cards for October.

• Apart from the crowded economic calendar, Brexit is likely to continue to be a market mover

for the pound. Negotiators from the United Kingdom and the European Union are still

wrangling over the rewrite of the Northern Ireland protocol, and threats to use Article 16

might put more pressure on the pound. The adage "no news is good news" still holds true for

the currency: as long as authorities remain locked in meetings and avoid speaking to the press,

sterling might increase.

Hey traders! Let’s understand the important fundamentals of major currencies and

commodities and their impact in the coming week…

DEVELOPMENT IN DOLLAR, EURUSD AND GBPUSD



Technical View on Bitcoin

TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)

BUY VIEW: BUY AT CMP $61340, STOP LOSS OF $57,000 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $63550 AND THEN $65,500. BOTH TARGETS ACHIEVED

NO SELL SETUP

TRADING STRATEGY

BUY TRADE: BUY AT CMP $64479, STOP LOSS OF $60,000 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $70,000 AND THEN $72,000.

SELL TRADE: NO SELL SETUP

FUNDAMENTAL ASPECT
As it pulls back to support from a previous ceiling level before the next slingshot higher, bitcoin price is

displaying its most bullish pattern in 2021 so far. If successful, this strategy may bring BTC's per-coin value

dangerously close to six figures. On-chain metrics are also trending upwards, with investor interest steadily

increasing. All of this, together with the increasing popularity of the big crypto, means that the final two months

of 2021 and the first quarter of 2022 will be a period to look forward to for cryptocurrency aficionados. The use

of Bitcoin as a municipal asset is one area where it is gaining popularity. Miami Mayor Francis Suarez is bringing

Bitcoin adoption to new heights by declaring that every citizen with a digital wallet would get Bitcoin dividends.

This development follows the August debut of CityCoin, also known as MiamiCoin. By introducing a city's

cryptocurrency token, CityCoins returns power to communities. While Miami issued its coin in August, it is not

the first city to do so: on November10, New York released its own coin, dubbed "New York Coin." Staking

MiamiCoin has generated more than $21 million in yields, which Mayor Suarez estimates will be enough to fulfil

the city's tax obligations if yield generation continues at the same rate. The Mayor went on to say that all Miami

residents would be given a created wallet with free BTC dividends. BitWise is confident about the approval of a

"spot Bitcoin ETF" in terms of acceptance. According to Matt Hougan, CIO of an investing firm, Many investors,

in the end, want a spot Bitcoin ETF. That is something we believe is possible. As a result, Bitwise will continue to

work toward that aim, as well as find new ways to assist investors in taking advantage of cryptocurrency's great

prospects. Because of this, BitWise dropped out of the Bitcoin futures ETF race, focusing instead on a spot ETF.

While Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies are becoming increasingly popular in the West, the Indonesian Ulema

Council (MUI) considers them to be haram. People must follow Shariah principles and demonstrate a

demonstrable benefit in order to be allowed to trade these assets.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Bitcoin price broke through a bullish pennant formation, indicating that the 65 percent increase that began on September 30 and ended on October 20 will continue. The initial leg-up, known as the flagpole,

was followed by a consolidation in which the price of BTC was pressed together to create a pennant. This technical formation is a bullish pennant, which predicts a 38 percent upsurge by adding the flagpole's

height to the $62,760 breakout point. Bitcoin price broke through the pennant on November8, signalling a breakout, but it has since retraced and is now seeking to retest the 2-day demand zone, which

ranges from $60,521 to $63,620. This pullback will give BTC time to gain traction before rocketing 38 percent to $86,836. This pullback will give BTC time to gain traction before rocketing 38 percent to $86,836.

In other circumstances, the rise could be extended by another 15% to reach the psychological level of $100,000.



Gold Views Gold [XAUUSD]Analysis [Fundamental Snapshot and Next Week Calendar]

General Theory: When there is a fear across the globe, major economies rush towards the investment in gold. Currently, we are govern by the Corona Virus fear and US being on

the top list of infected person is majorly affected, however, currently all the economies are suffering from this pandemic but US being the world largest economy may outweigh

the others. So, it affect the dollar in some or the other way which in turn leads to gold prices to rally, as there is inverse relationship between dollar and gold.

GOLD MACROECONOMIC ANALYSIS?

• On Monday, the benchmark 10-year US Treasury bond yield fell below 1.5 percent and lost more than 3% on a daily basis, allowing gold to rally at the start of the

week. In the absence of high-quality macroeconomic data, the dollar has lost some appeal due to differing views on the Federal Reserve's policy outlook. President

James Bullard of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis told Fox Business Network that he expects two rate hikes in2022, but Vice Chair Richard Clarida suggested that

rate hike benchmarks might be met by the end of next year.

• The Producer Price Index (PPI) in the United States remained constant at 8.6% on an annual basis in October, according to statistics released on Tuesday. This

number was lower than the market anticipation of8.7%, but it did not cause a significant market reaction, and the minor dollar decline kept gold in positive territory.

• Annual inflation, as measured by the Consumer Price Index (CPI), reached 6.2 percent in October, the highest level since1990, according to the US Bureau of Labor

Statistics. At 4.6 percent, the Core CPI, which excludes volatile food and energy prices, reached its highest level in more than three decades. Investors began pricing

in a faster-than-expected rate hike as a result of this news, and US Treasury bond yields rose. Despite this, the inverse relationship between gold and US T-bond

yields has diminished, as gold is in high demand as a conventional inflation hedge.

• Due to the Veterans Day holiday on Thursday, trading activity was low, but gold managed to hold on to its daily gains. Profit-taking ahead of the weekend caused gold

to conduct a correction after the 10-year T-bond yield opened with a positive gap on Friday. Markets are presently pricing a more than 70% possibility of a Fed rate

hike by June2022, according to the CME Group's FedWatch Tool.

• The Consumer Sentiment Index plummeted to its lowest level since November 2011 at 66.8 on Friday, according to the University of Michigan. "In November, one-in-

four customers highlighted inflationary declines in their living standards," the journal stated, "with lower income and older consumers having the largest impact."

COMING AHEAD…….

China's Retail Sales and Industrial Production reports are expected to reflect further deterioration in the world's second-largest economy on Monday. If the tone in the

markets turns negative at the start of the week, gold is likely to remain in demand.

The October Retail Sales data will be released by the US Census Bureau on Tuesday. A weaker-than-expected reading might reignite concerns about inflation wreaking havoc
on consumer spending, giving gold a lift. An positive reading, on the other hand, might aid risk flows return to markets, limiting the upside potential of the XAU/USD.

TECHNICAL VIEW ON GOLD

The Relative Strength Index (RSI) indicator on the daily chart touched 70 following the six-day surge, indicating that Friday's dip

was a technical correction rather than a reversal of direction. However, reaching a crucial Fibonacci retracement level, Gold

appears to have lost its bullish impetus, and buyers may wish to wait before committing to further gains. $1,830 (prior barrier,

Fibonacci 38.2% retracement of April-June rally) aligns as major support on the downside. XAU/USD is expected to regain

traction if bulls continue to defend this position and do not allow it to turn into resistance. Before$1,790, $1,800 (psychological

level) could be considered as the next level of support (100-day SMA, 200-day SMA). Resistances are found at $1,880 (static

level) and $1,900 (Fibonacci 23.6 percent retracement) above $1,865 (Fibonacci 23.6 percent retracement) (psychological level).

GOLD CLIENT POSITIONING (NET LONG vs NET SHORT)

Gold: According to retail trader data, 66.31 percent of traders are net-long, with a long-to-short ratio of 1.97 to 1. The number of traders who are net-long is down 1.27 percent

from yesterday and up 1.84 percent from last week, while those who are net-short is down 2.10 percent from yesterday and up 1.74 percent from last week.

Traders are further net-long than yesterday and last week, and the combination of current sentiment and recent changes gives us a stronger Gold-bearish contrarian trading bias.

TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)

SELL TRADE: NO SELL SETUP

BUY ONLY ON DIPS NEAR $1800-$1810, ADD MORE ON DIPS NEAR $1780 WITH STOP LOSS OF $1745 ON CLSOING BASIS FOR THE TARGET OF $1832 AND THEN $1850. BOTH TARGETS ACHIEVED

FRESH TRADES

BUY TRADE: NO BUY SETUP

NO SELL SETUP.

On Wednesday and Thursday, CPI data from the UK and the euro region will be scrutinised for new impetus. Even though European data rarely has a significant impact on gold's market price, they could emphasise policy differences and weigh on XAU/USD by raising the dollar against other

major currencies. If the CPI numbers show that price pressures are higher than predicted, gold could hold its ground against the dollar.

In conclusion, market participants will continue to focus on inflation and what it means for the policy stance of major central banks in the short term. The comments of FOMC policymakers will be crucial in assessing whether the Fed would prioritise inflation control over economic support.

In the face of unwelcome inflation, gold should remain a desirable asset, but continuous dollar strength is expected to allow XAU/EUR and XAU/GBP to outperform XAU/USD.



Technical View Chart of EUR/USD

The EUR/USD currency pair is currently trading at levels last seen in July2020, and it is on course to continue its downward

trend. According to technical readings on the weekly chart, the bearish potential has increased. After labouring for over a

month around its 200 SMA, the pair has broken below it and is now accelerating south. The 20 SMA swung sharply south

over the lengthier ones, indicating strong selling pressure. Simultaneously, technical indicators remain in negative territory,

with unequal directional strength, implying another leg lower. A corrective rise could be on the way, according to the daily

chart. The RSI indicator has lost its bearish vigour and has stabilised around34, while the Momentum indicator has gone

moderately higher. Nonetheless, the bearish trend is still in place, since all moving averages have bearish slopes that are

much above the present level. The 1.1400 level serves as immediate support, with a breach below it likely leading to a test

of the 1.1330 price zone. The 1.1260 level and long-term static support are exposed by another bearish extension. A

corrective advance, on the other hand, may target 1.1520 first and the 1.1610 area subsequently. The latter is likely to be

defended by sellers. All of the moving averages are trending lower and have reached multi-month lows. In all of the time

frames under consideration, the upper end of the available goals has been reduced, and a downward extension below

1.1200 is now expected.

FRESH STRATEGY

POSITIONAL SELL: NO SELL SETUP

POSITIONAL BUY: BUY ON DIPS NEAR $1.1220-$1.1250 WITH STOP LOSS OF $111.50 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $113.50 AND THEN $114.00

NOTE: HERE CLOSING BASIS STOP LOSS MEANS THAT PAIR MUST CLOSE ABOVE/BELOW THE STOP LOSS LEVEL ON THE DAILY BASIS THENWEWILL CONSIDER THE STOP LOSS AS HIT

EURUSD CLIENT POSITIONING (NET LONG vs NET SHORT)

TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)

POSITIONAL SELL: SELL ONLY BELOW $1.1520, ADD MORE ON RISE NEAR $1.1560 WITH STOP LOSS OF $1.1605 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE

TARGETS OF $1.1420 AND THEN $1.1390. REVISE STOP LOSS TO 1.1630 ON CLOSING BASIS. LOWMADE 1.1433, BOOK FULL PROFIT AT CMP $1.1443

POSITIONAL BUY: BUY AT CMP 1.1645, WITH STOP LOSS OF $1.1520 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1.1750 AND THEN $1.1800. STOP

LOSS HIT

EUR/USD: According to retail trader data, 70.73 percent of traders are net-long, with a long-to-short ratio of 2.42 to 1. The number

of traders who are net-long is up 3.69 percent from yesterday and up 28.23 percent from last week, while those who are net-short is

down 3.90 percent from yesterday and down 20.68 percent from last week.

We usually take the opposite side of popular sentiment, and the fact that traders are net-long on EUR/USD signals that prices may

continue to decline.



Technical View Chart of GBP/USD

TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)

SELL ON RISE NEAR $1.3620-$1.3650 WITH STOP LOSS OF $1.3700 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1.3520 AND THEN $1.3480. SELL NOT EXECUTED

BUY ON DISP NEAR $1.3420-1.3450 WITH STOP LOSS OF $1.3350 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1.3550 AND THEN $1.3600. TRADE RUNNING

TRADING STRATEGY

BUY ON DISP NEAR $1.3420-1.3450 WITH STOP LOSS OF $1.3350 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1.3550 AND THEN $1.3600.

SELL ON RISE NEAR $1.3480-$1.3500 WITH STOP LOSS OF $1.3610 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1.3300 AND THEN $1.3200.

The pound/dollar has dropped to its lowest level in over ten months, and the trend is obviously

downward. The 50-day, 100-day, and 200-day Simple Moving Averages (SMAs) are all pointing lower and

hovering above the currency pair. Is the pound oversold? At least according to the daily chart, not yet.

The Relative Strength Index (RSI) is still over30, indicating that the market is not oversold. The new 2021

trough of 1.3350 offers immediate support. The next level is1.3310, which is a swing high from late last

year. The levels to keep an eye on are 1.3190 and 1.3170. The broken 1.34 support level is still a

stumbling block. The next important level to observe is merely1.3550, which has recently moved in both

directions. It's followed by1.36, which capped an early November recovery attempt, and then 1.3710

and 1.3830. Before the GBP/USD rebounds, there is likely to be another test of the downside. Positive

UK statistics may persuade markets that the BOE will hike rates, resulting in a more significant recovery.

GBP/USD: According to retail trader data, 76.41 percent of traders are net-long, with a long-to-short ratio

of 3.24 to 1. The number of traders who are net-long is down 3.04 percent from yesterday and up 8.26

percent from last week, while those who are net-short is down 2.63 percent from yesterday and down 4.90

percent from last week.

We typically take a contrarian view to crowd sentiment, and the fact traders are net-long suggests

GBP/USD prices may continue to fall.

GBPUSD CLIENT POSITIONING (NET LONG vs NET SHORT)



Technical View Chart of AUD/USD

The AUD/USD pair appears to have formed an intermediate top and is poised to resume its downward

trend. After touching0.7555, it has declined for two weeks in a row and is presently trading below the 61.8

percent retracement of its0.7169/0.7555 rise at about0.7315, the immediate resistance level. After

breaking below its 20 SMA, the weekly chart reveals that it has intensified its decline, while technical

indicators have rotated south and are currently developing within negative levels. The 100 and 200 SMAs

converge around 0.7200 in the chart above, a price zone that investors will be watching intently these

days. The risk is tilted to the downside, according to the daily chart. The pair is currently trading below all

of its moving averages, and technical indicators are nearing oversold levels, with the Momentum firmly

lower and the RSI consolidating around37, with the possibility of resuming its slide. A breach below0.7270,

the immediate support level, would confirm a bearish extension, while a break over0.7360, the 50 percent

retracement of the last rise, would relieve the pressure.

TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)

POSITIONAL BUY: BUY ON DIPS NEAR $0.7340-$0.7360 WITH STOP LOSS OF $0.7200 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $0.7480 AND THEN $0.7530.

TRADE RUNNING

POSITIONAL SELL: NO SELL SETUP

TRADING STRATEGY

POSITIONAL SELL: NO SELL SETUP

POSITIONAL BUY: TRADE RUNNING

AUDUSD CLIENT POSITIONING (NET LONG vs NET SHORT)

According to retail trader data, 62.10 percent of traders are net-long, with a long-to-shortratioof 1.64 to 1. The

number of traders who are net-long is down 1.46 percent from yesterday andup 21.08 percent from last week,

while those who are net-short is down 6.89 percent from yesterday and down 18.25 percent from last week.

We typically take a contrarian view to crowd sentiment, and the fact traders are net-long suggests AUD/USD

prices may continue to fall.



Technical View Chart of USD JPY

The USD/JPY is favoured by fundamentals and technical support, although its performance has been capped at 114.00. Since October15, the

USD/JPY has been positioned for a break higher. The failure to do so resulted in the drop in November. Despite a solid boost from US

Treasury rates on Wednesday, the USD/JPY failed to break through recent highs and failed to approach the three-year high of 114.70 set on

October 20. A correction is anticipated if the USD/JPY fails to reach a new high once more. The price range of 112.25 to 113.25 is vulnerable.

On October26, the MACD (Moving Average Convergence Divergence) line fell below the signal line. The succeeding two weeks of market

movement witnessed a slide to below113.00, which was then reversed on Wednesday by a jump in US Treasury yields. The signal line has

not been recrossed by the MACD line. This week, the disparity between the two lines narrowed, indicating a greater likelihood of a USD/JPY

fall. The Relative Strength Index (RSI) rose to around half-way overbought level on Wednesday, but it faded on Thursday and Friday, leaving it

without a strong indication. On Thursday and Friday, the 21-day moving average (MA) around 113.80 provided effective support and is the

only MA that matters. Should the USD/JPY fall below112.25, the 50-day MA around 112.15 will provide solid support for the support line.

The 100-day MA is at111.10, and the 200-day MA is at109.87, therefore trade in the near term seems unlikely. Resistance: 114.00, 114.20,

114.50

Disclaimer

The trading ideas discussed or recommended in this report may not be suitable for all investors. Investors should use this research as one input into formulating an investment

opinion. Additional inputs should include, but are not limited to, the review of other. This is not an offer (or Solicitation of an offer) to buy/sell the currency/instruments

mentioned or an official confirmation. Star Financial Ltd (Starfinex) is not responsible for any error or inaccuracy or for any losses suffered on account of information contained

in this report. This report does not purport to be offer for purchase and sale of share/ units. We and our affiliates, officers, directors, and employees, including persons involved

in the preparation or issuance of this material may: (a)from time to time, have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the securities thereof, of company (is) mentioned

herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such currency and earn brokerage or other compensation discussed herein or act as advisor or lender or borrower to

such company (is) or have other potential conflict of interest with respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions. The same persons may have acted

upon the information contained here. No part of this material may be duplicated in any form and/or redistribute without Trade Mudra prior written consent

Traders please maintain your trades according to the level given above.

TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)

POSITIONAL BUY: BUY ONLY ON DIPS NEAR $113.50-$113.60 WITH STOP LOSS OF $113.00 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $114.20 AND THEN $114.50. FIRST

TARGET ACHIEVED

POSITIONAL SELL: SELL AT CMP $114.20, ADD MORE ON RISE NEAR $114.80 WITH STOP LOSS OF 115.50 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF 112.50 AND THEN 111.80.

LOWMADE $112.72, BOOK FULL PROFIT AT CMP $113.89

TRADING STRATEGY

POSITIONAL BUY: BUY AT CMP $113.8 WITH STOP LOSS OF $112.70 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $115.00 AND THEN $115.50.

POSITIONAL SELL: NO SELL SETUP

USDJPY CLIENT POSITIONING (NET LONG vs NET SHORT)

USD/JPY: According to retail trader data, 29.60 percent of traders are net-long, with a short-to-long ratio of 2.38 to 1. The number of

traders who are net-long is down 1.68 percent from yesterday and down 6.74 percent from last week, while the number who are net-

short is down 3.84 percent from yesterday and up 18.58 percent from last week. We typically take a contrarian view to crowd sentiment,

and the fact traders are net-short suggests USD/JPY prices may continue to rise.
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Disclaimer
The trading ideas discussed or recommended in this report may not
be suitable for all investors. Investors should use this research as one
input into formulating an investment opinion. Additional inputs should
include, but are not limited to, the review of other. This is not an offer
(or Solicitation of an offer) to buy/sell the currency/instruments
mentioned or an official confirmation. ALPHA FX MARKETS is not
responsible for any error or inaccuracy or for any losses suffered on
account of information contained in this report. This report does not
purport to be offer for purchase and sale of share/ units. We and our
affiliates, officers, directors, and employees, including persons
involved in the preparation or issuance of this material may: (a)from
time to time, have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the
securities thereof, of company (is) mentioned herein or (b) be
engaged in any other transaction involving such currency and earn
brokerage or other compensation discussed herein or act as advisor
or lender or borrower to such company (is) or have other potential
conflict of interest with respect to any recommendation and related
information and opinions. The same persons may have acted upon
the information contained here. No part of this material may be
duplicated in any form and/or redistribute without Trade Mudra prior
written consent.
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